
THE MOUSE AND THE CORPORATE HOUSE 
 

The entre of the Mouseans into the corporate world was initially in the area of 

small business.  Mouseans tended to be hard working and entrepreneurial – and 

they represented both a new type of customer as well as a potential competitor.  

Legal relationships between humans and Mouseans were increasingly common.  

Mousean standards tended toward the conservative and they loved the Bill of 

Rights in the American Constitution.  Conversely, they despised the wokeness of 

many of Americas larger corporations and avoided them if possible.  (The 

Mouseans had a particularly dislike of Disney because they saw Mickey and 

Minnie Mouse’s wholesome image being distorted by various forms of perversion.)     

 

BLUEBARDe was one of the largest financial services corporations in the world.  

Originally founded on capitalistic principles and profits, it had slowly succumbed 

to the woke world of cultural Marxism.  That was about to change thanks to the 

Mousean community and its standards of hard work.   

 

Jason Birchswelter had climbed the corporate ladder to become the CEO of 

BLUEBARDe. and  he had around long enough to witness the transition from “In 

God We Trust” to “Socialists are Us”.  It was not a transition that he appreciated.  

JB, as he was known, reasoned that BLUEBARDe would not prosper if it 

continued with the ESG, CRT, DEI ideology previously embraced by company 

executives.  He also realized that there were very few trustworthy individuals who 

would be receptive to a hard truth session and necessary corporate change.  Who 

could be useful confidants to help move the corporation back to first principles and 

who needed a swift kick out the door was the fundamental question. 

 

It was obvious for some time that the Mousean community was sentient and with 

Charlamont the 57th’s takeover of the College of the United Confederation of 

Kings and Queens (CUCKQ), an entire major university in the D.C, area, that there 

was brainpower to be tapped. 

Jason quietly and unceremoniously went to the college and spoke to University 

President Charlamont the 57th.  The result was a fascinating collaboration with the 

titular heads of the D.C. Mousean community. 

 

The first collaborative step was to plant a number of Mouseans into preselected 

positions in BLUEBARDe’s headquarters.  This had previously been done quite 

successfully within the FBI so the minimal security at the sprawling BLUEBARDe 

facility was viewed as no problem.   (Security officials actually ended up being 



helpful because corporate wokeness had become a problem to them similar to that 

found in many police forces in major American sanctuary cities.)  

 

Zoret and Duletta, before their demise at the hands of some nefarious cats, were 

invited for an initial look at the corporate activities.  This was followed by an elite 

Mousean inspection team trained in the art of economic spying, analysis and 

sabotage.  It was clear from the beginning that  BLUEBARDe had been infiltrated 

by a number of Communist Chinese spies placed in key positions.  (Get rid of Xi 

Kwan, Charlie Tong, and Littl’ Bong and the corporate culture would shift more 

easily from woke failure to capitalist freedom and success.  There were, of course, 

others who had to go and eventually a couple of corrupted corporate divisions, but 

that was the price to be paid to get rid of corruption.) 

 

After some tremendous and even deadly corporate in fighting, the Mousean  

concepts of freedom and loyalty to the Constitution proved successful and 

BLUEBARDe began to prosper once again.  (The bigger question was now how to 

transfer these successes into an elected federal government that had become stale 

and far too socialistic, ---- but that was another issue and much more complex.) 

 

Note:  Although Mouseans were reliable customers and partners, payment was 

sometimes a bit difficult to arrange as the medium of payment was nominally some 

form of cheese – usually the best grade of Limburger.  A special exchange similar 

to the Chicago Board of Trade was established to handle the matter.   
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